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Mcdodo CA-7290 USB-C Lightning cable, 1.2m (white)
You may spend time waiting for your devices to charge, but why should you? Designed for fast charging, the McDodo cable supports a
current of 3A, reducing power time. What's more, it supports PD protocol, which means it will successfully handle Apple-branded devices,
and it will take you only 30 minutes to charge your iPhone X to 50%. The cable is distinguished by its robust design, and uses a smart
chip  to  protect  the  batteries  of  your  devices.  What's  more,  it  allows  data  transmission  at  480  Mbps.  USB-A  to  USB-C  connectors
guarantee wide compatibility with many devices.
 
Security is key
The McDodo cable uses the action of a smart chip, so it recognizes the type of connected devices. Such a solution allows it to adjust the
charging  current  and  provide  your  equipment  with  full  protection  against  overcharging,  overheating,  or  short  circuit.  What's  more,
McDodo provides updates to the latest iOS versions, so you don't have to worry about compatibility.
 
Robust design
CA-7290 is a cable whose thickened core design ensures stable transmission and high conductivity. That's not all! Its ends are extremely
flexible,  making  them  extremely  resistant  to  bending  -  forget  about  damage  near  the  connectors.  McDodo  will  not  let  you  down!
Noteworthy is the TPE sheath - it is skin-friendly and provides protection against pulling, so the cable will serve you for a really long time!
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Transfer files at an express pace
Now you only need a few moments to transfer files between devices. The cable allows transmission at 480 Mbps, which means that it will
literally take you a moment to transfer a large movie or a folder of photos! Don't waste your time waiting!
 
	Manufacturer
	McDodo
	Model
	CA-7290
	Material
	TPE
	Color
	White
	Length
	1,2 m
	Charging current
	3A
	Weight
	31 g
	Functions
	Charging + data transmission

Price:

Before: € 4.2558

Now: € 4.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB do USB-C
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